is presented how associative information processing can be implemented in quantum fields. Similarly to networks of coupled oscillators, quantum associative networks exploit correlations and phase-differences among "interfering eigen-wave-functions" for memorization and recognition of patterns.
INTRODUCTION
The idea that a quantum system can realize content-addressable memory with associative pattern recognition or recall of memorized patterns arose from simulations of Hopfield-like associative neural networks [ 11.
The mathematical formalisms of associative neural net model and of quantum theory are analogous [2, 3] . If we consider a network of coupled neurons with oscillatory activities, the analogy becomes almost identity [4] . This means that the collective dynamics of the elements of both complex systems are almost the same, although the elements themselves are very different, in the quantum case relative to the neural case [5] . In general, the model which will be presented here is fundamental and universal-it can be implemented in classical systems like brain's neural networks, certain subcellular structures, or similar artificial devices, and it can also be implemented in quantum systems, in spin-glass systems, or, in general, in any physical medium which can realize holography (there are many such media) [6] . U niversality is a result of the fact that for content-addressable memory and associative information processing just collective dynamics in a network is needed, regardless of the potential internal structure of basic elements of the network.
Here, we will present a theory of associative content-addressable memory in its quantum implementation. Let us call it qvantvm associative network to emphasize that our model was developed from associative networks [7] and differs from Deutsch-based quantum computing algorithms with logic gates [8] (compare also [9] The kernel G is the propagator or the Green function having form of a projection operator [11, 12] :
The wave-function \I, is a superposition of P eigen-wave-functions +k which can represent plane waves $'k(F, t) = Ak(< t>e isk (F,t) (3) or wavelets [13, 14] . k is the eigenstate index, A is the amplitude, and S is the phase at specific location r'in specific time t. For each possible vector-basis $$ (k = 1, . . . , p), there is an expression of the same type as equation (2) [15] performing projections to eigen-subspaces.
We will try to show how such a quantum system can be manipulated in order to realize contentaddressable memory storage and associative retrieval, similarly to associative neural networks and holography.
We will assume that it is possible to encode information into quantum eigenstates ?+!&:
let an eigen-wave-function represent a "@attern".
Because propagator (2) must reproduce the initial state in dynamical equation (1) [17] . If we "perturb" the system, incorporating an "information input" in it, we can use this projection (or "collapse") to an eigen-subspace as associative memory recall i;f this disturbance is '5ntelligible". "Intelligibility"
arises from the fact that the system encodes information (i.e., our "inputs")
into its eigenstates, and we thus have knowledge about system's memory-states.
Without having knowledge about the system's eigenstates, there is a very low probability that an experimenter's interaction with the system (which would in this case be "unintelligible") would trigger the same projection (or "collapse") to an eigen-subspace belonging to a simple quantum "pattern" [2] . We want to use quantum phase differences for an associative memory which would improve conventional Hebbian encoding [7] . To express phases and amplitudes explicitly, we insert equation (3) into equation (2) . We obtain
This describes the memory encoding which is two-fold: it is in amplitude correlations 
"ALMOST ORTHOGONAL PATTERNS": A CASE STUDY
Qllantum theory has been developed prior to computer revolution: therefore, its formalism has l)c:en limited t,o the use of complete set of orthonormal eigenvectors (which represent quantum '.[)att,erns" in our information-processing application). Using extensive computer siniulations3'
XV have realized how we are able to generalize quantum formalism t,o "almost orthonormal"
cligenstates (i.e., havin g scalar product less than zero, but close to zero). With such a '.fuzzifictl" qllantum system, we are able to implement an associative holography-like information-processing l)roccdure which has interpolation and generaliz&ion capabilities. This goes beyond simple rel)roduction of parallel-distributively stored data which is realizable in an orthonormal systc,ru.
Propagator kernel G is subject to the strict closure relation (4) if eigenstates are mutually orthonormal. If they are not orthonormal (e.g., (,$I; 1 $I,,) =I E for each k and 11) ~ kernrl G is subjrct to a "fuzzified" closure relation where 8(F1 -F'z) is a distribution similar to the Dirac delta-distribution, but it does not have :zero width, it has a width E' > 0. So, making the closure relation (4) more "fuzzy" means that, we spread the Dirac delta-distribution to a certain extend, or we increase the valurs of off-diagt,nal c,lements of the memory-matrix G. This is achieved by using c'nlmost orthogonal patterns" as "teaching inputs" into the network. As a beneficial result, we get more adaptive and more flexible (i.e.: not just reproductive) associative processing. In Robin&t's textbook on quantum mechanics [16, p. 1.50, Figure 7 .101, one can see diagranls of two matrices G, made of elements G(Fl, F', tl = tz), constrained by the strict closure relation (4), for c,ach (?I, Fz)-pair in the special case of $k in an infinite potential well. The matrix in [16. 'We have tested the associative network on the example of recognition of three-dimensional st,ructure of proteins using the Brookhaven protein data bank. Figure 7 .10b] which corresponds to a case of P = 15 has a diagonal of delta-functions and smallvalued off-diagonal regions. The other matrix in [16, Figure 7 .10a] which corresponds to a case of P = 5 has "fuzzified-delta"-shaped (i.e., broader and rounded-off) diagonal peaks, and small off-diagonal "hills" but larger than for P = 15. In general, for higher P, there are bigger and sharper peaks on the diagonal and small-valued off-diagonal elements, in comparison to cases of smaller P (which have spread peaks on diagonal and also parallel to it).
Our point is that these matrices from [16] are enough, for all practical purposes, similar to matrices found for our information-processing case with a "fuzzified" closure relation (7)-see Figure 1 . Namely, if we "fuzzify" the system, diagonal delta-peaks are spread also in cases of large number of eigenstates P-in a similar way as they are spread for the strict closure relation (4) in cases of small P. Figure 1 shows two cases of memory-matrices G which are, of course, essentially data-dependent. Namely, they represent the correlation-structure of input-data (perturbations). Figure 1 was obtained for a concrete example data-set which was processed for some practical application reason. It is not important here, but let us just mention that Figure 1 (right) corresponds to the learned pairs of perturbations and corresponding predicted responses of a first-order-system (like an electric oscillatory circuit with exponential-decay response to perturbation), and Figure 1 (left) corresponds to pairs of perturbations and predicted responses of a second-order-system (like an electric circuit with damped oscillations, i.e., oscillatory response which is decaying with an exponential envelope). Our computer simulations studying network's information-processing capabilities, when such a data-set was given as the learning input, showed good prediction results. Namely, we could predict with lOISpercent accuracy the system's response to any perturbation which was a linear combination of learned examples. Prediction accuracy was almost loo-percent for quasi-linear cases. It was good also for "real-life" cases of technical-data processing. Prediction accuracy was significantly higher (up to almost perfect) if some conditions for data-structure were satisfied. These conditions for the "rate of orthogonality and correlation" among input-patterns will be discussed in the next section. A simulated coupled system (equations (l)-(3)), b ase d on this concept, is completely sufficient for realization of associative memory and pattern recognition. The input patterns, corresponding to objects, can be encoded into frequency-modulated, or phase-modulated, plane-waves or wavelets which interfere. Quantum holography shows that this is also experimentally realizable.
CONDITIONS FOR PATTERN RECALL AND GENERALIZATION
In order to obtain a selected result of quantum associative processing we have to trigger the wave-function collapse. We will now discuss what amplitude relationships and phase relationships are necessary for unambiguous pattern recognition. Using equations (5) and (3) 
CONCLUSION
Because the mathematical formalisms of this model and Sutherland's Holographic Neural 7&h-nology [4] are equivalent, one can take Sutherland's impressive simulation results (as well as ours) to claim that this simulated model is significantly superior over conventional Hopfield-like ;LSSOciative models (see [4] ). H owever, the aim of this paper is not to present a novel or bc:t,tel "algorithm" for artificial neural computing, but to show how associative neural models mtl the Sutherland holographic network can be successfully implemented in quantum, fields. l'hc! next task is experimental realization of such a quantum implementation which is, we think. within capabilities of present technology [18] .
*These two if-sentences are valid also if "2 is replaced by 'Lo.
3 After rearrangement of terms.
